
English
Live Class Curriculums

Beginner



2.1     Beginner

1 Can Talk About Habits 

I often smile when I speak. Every once in 
a while, I share a humorous comment or 
a fun story.

� present simple
� adverbs of frequency (position)
� when / while

7 Can Talk About An Imagined Situation

Maybe I’d try to start a business, too. � modal verb would 

8 Can Discuss Education Options

They have a business school that offers a 
bunch of different kinds of internships.

� relative clauses (that/which)

9 Can Talk About Schedules

The lunch break starts at 12:30. � preposition at

10 Can Make Guesses About Past

I might have broken it when I left the 
house.

� might have + past participle for past potential; 
must have + past participle for certain guesses 
about the past

2 Can Talk About Your Weekend

On Friday night I had dinner with some 
friends.

� preposition on
� past simple

3 Can Talk About the Coming Weekend

I’m taking a trip to High Point State Park 
with my family.

� present progressive (future events)
� will + verb
� going to + verb

4 Can Make Recommendations

I usually take the train because it’s 
cheaper than a taxi and more convenient 
than a bus.

� adjective comparison (as...as...; than)
� giving reasons because

5 Can Talk about Past Experience

I’ve never been to an art festival before. � present perfect (experience)

6 Can Describe Homes and Living Spaces

It has a few rooms, a lot of sunlight, and 
a big kitchen with tons of storage space.

� countable and uncountable nouns
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2.2     Beginner

1 Can Talk About Future Plans

I will be opening the new gym next 
month.

� Future Progressive
� Future Progressive cf Future Simple

6 Can Say What You Prefer

I prefer ice cream.
I would prefer fish.
I like chocolate best.

� using “prefer” to express preference
� using “would prefer” to express what you want
� using “like better”

7 Can Say Something is Best

I think basketball is the most fun. 
Baseball is the most enjoyable. 
Chocolate is the most delicious dessert. 

� brief review of comparatives
� main focus: superlatives 
� vocab: range of adjectives

8 Can Respond to an Invitation

Where will we meet?
When will it start?
What can I bring?

Yes, I can come!
I might be able to come.
I should be able to come.

� using the 7 WH questions to ask for details
�  using modal verbs to respond to an invitation 
(can, need, might, should)

9 Can Describe Situation

It was the most difficult job in the world. 
I was tired all the time.

� ing and -ed adjectives
� degree before adjective
� complex noun phrases

10 Can Talk about the Past

How long have you worked at the bank?
I’ve worked at the bank for 15 years.
I’ve worked there since 2007.

Have you ever worked in a restaurant?
I worked in a restaurant for three years.

� Present Perfect
� Past Simple vs Present Perfect
� using the 7 WH questions with past tense to 
ask for details

2 Can Give and Refuse Permission

You can’t go now. It’s closed.
You can eat some food, too.

� using “can” and “can’t” to give and refuse 
permission and express that something is 
forbidden

3 Can Make Requests and Offer Help

Could you tell me how to get to your 
cafe?
You go down the street and turn left. 
You should go straight and turn right at 
the intersection. 

� using “can” and “could” to make requests
� using Present Simple to give directions
� using “should” to give advice and directions

4 Can Give Instructions

I think you’ll have to go by bus.
You don’t have to use all the tomato 
sauce.

� “have to” and “don’t have to”

5 Can Make Party Plans

You should bring a gift.
Maybe we could take her to the zoo?

You can borrow my dress. 
I can lend you my necklace. 

Why don’t we go together?

� “bring” vs. “take”
� “lend” vs. “borrow”
� “come” vs. “go”
� using “why don’t” to make invitations
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